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3D human body reconstruction from images consists in 
generating an accurate 3D mesh of anyone’s body only from 
images.

● We make use of the Skinned Multi-Person Linear 
(SMPL) parametric body model.

● Regress the model parameters that best fit the 
shape and pose of the individual on the images. 

Our approach works as follows:
First, the 2D joints are estimated on each view using 
a CNN. Then, we use a linear algebraic triangulation 
to lift estimated 2D joints to 3D, resulting in a joint 
estimation with fewer errors. Next, the torso of the 
mesh is aligned with the torso of the individual 
through the optimization of an energy function. 
Finally, we fit the mesh to the 3D joints while 
imposing a bone orientation constraint between the 
3D model and the corresponding body parts 
detected in the images. We do so by minimizing a 
new set of objective functions through a two-step 
optimization process that provides a good 
initialization for the final refinement of the shape (𝛽) 
and pose (𝜃) parameters.

Main observations:
● Among the multi-view methods, only MuVS and our approach estimate the shape in 

addition to the pose. The other methods only focus on 3D joint estimation. This partly 
explains why the last two methods in the table perform better than our approach.

● Compared to MuVS, our approach is more accurate without using silhouettes or a 
temporal smoothing stage as MuVS does.

● The BOC and the shift vectors effectively reduce the error in a notable way.

We summarize the main contributions of our approach as follows:
● A bone orientation constraint (BOC) to recover the pose parameter 

independently from the shape parameter
● A more precise initialization for the simultaneous optimization of 

pose and shape parameters thanks to the BOC
● A two-step optimization process that improves the accuracy of the 

pose and shape estimations
● The shift vectors
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3D triangulation: Estimated 2D joints are 
not always accurate, therefore each view’s 
estimation should not equally contribute 
when triangulating. The triangulation is 
weighted and the weights lead to better 
estimations for the 3D joints. 

Bone orientation: This new step aims for 
bone orientation consistency between the 
triangulated 3D skeleton and the SMPL mesh. 
Our bone orientation constraint (BOC) allows 
us to decouple pose and shape parameters 
and to focus on bone orientations. 

Shift between SMPL and Human3.6M joints

Human3.6M SMPL

● The semantic position of joints in the SMPL model and in the Human3.6M data set do 
not exactly match, despite the fact that the SMPL mesh and its silhouette (green 
contour) match the individual.

● To account for this discrepancy we introduce, for each joint, a shift vector computed in 
the joint's local space. 

● We measure the performance with the Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE) metric. 
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